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Abstract. The present contribution aims at the consistent discretisation of nonlinear, coupled thermo-

electro-elastodynamics. In that regard, a new one-step implicit and thermodynamically consistent energy-

momentum integration scheme for the simulation of thermo-electro-elastic processes undergoing large

deformations will be presented. The consideration is based upon polyconvexity inspired, constitutive

models and a new tensor cross product algebra, which facilitate the design of the so-called discrete

derivatives (for more information it is referred to the pioneering works [3, 2]). The discrete deriva-

tives are fundamental for the algorithmic evaluation of stresses and other derived variables like entropy

density or the absolute temperature leading to a structure preserving integration scheme. In particu-

lar, recently published works of the authors concerning consistent time integration of large deformation

thermo-elastodynamics (see [6]) and electro-elastodynamics (see [11]) are combined to a unified inte-

gration scheme. Numerical computations demonstrate the stability and conservation properties of the

proposed energy-momentum scheme.

1 INTRODUCTION

The continuous increase of computer power within the last decades enables more realistic simulations,

e.g. coupled cardiac or soft robotic simulations employing fine discretization in space and time, without

the necessity of making major simplifications. In such simulations, large displacements/rotations and

deformations, as well as nonlinear thermodynamic and electrostatic effects can be essential to properly

reflect the reality. In addition, coupled problems are developed for a wide range of applications. For

instance, the high actuation possibilities of dielectric elastomers (DEs) or electroactive polymers (EAPs)

require thermo-electro-mechanical coupled simulations. However, a consistent time discretization of

these systems poses new challenges.

EAPs and DEs are typically modeled as coupled systems (cf. [13]) and are particularly sensitive to

changes of the thermal field, but remain frequently unconsidered (cf. [19, 18, 16, 5]). The continuum
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mechanical formulation of EAPs under anisothermal conditions has been investigated (cf. [17]) In this

connection, also numerical studies have recently been published (see e.g. [10] and the references therein),

which, however, are limited to both the mechanical and thermal static cases, i.e. any time effects are not

considered.

Energy-momentum (EM) time integration schemes consistently reproduce the conservation properties

of continua (cf. [9]) in the time discrete setting. In particular, when using EM schemes the discrete

counterparts of the balance of linear, angular momentum and total energy of the system are in agreement

with the laws of thermodynamics for the system at hand. In this context, [1] gives an overview of

the development of structure-preserving time integrators in the field of computational mechanics. The

recent work [2] is considered to be pioneering a new family of structure-preserving integrators in the

framework of polyconvex elasticity (cf. [15]). Therein, three discrete gradients replace the traditional

projection-based discrete gradient. This formulation was extended to the field of thermoelasticity in

[6, 12] and to the field of electroelasticity in [11, 7]. Compared to classical projection-based discrete

gradients (cf. [9]), the new algorithmic stress formulas in [2, 6, 11, 7, 12] adopt a particularly simple

structure. Moreover, the mixed 4- and 10-field formulations in [11, 7] further simplify the construction

of energy- and angular momentum consistent integrators. A crucial factor for this simplification is the

use of both the tensor cross product and the polyconvexity inspired constitutive modeling.

To the best knowledge of the authors, for all works concerning electro-thermo-mechanics dealing with

finite deformations, thermal and electrical fields energy-consistent numerical treatment has not been

elaborated yet. The aim of this work is to bridge this gap, i.e. to construct an EM time integration scheme

for the field of finite electro-thermo-mechanics by combining the already published contributions of the

first three authors concerning thermo-mechanics (see [6, 12]) and electro-mechanics (see [11, 7]), which

itself shows to be very robust and stable for long-term simulations.

2 Kinematics

A deformable, thermo-electro-mechanical continuum body with reference configuration B0 and current

placement Bt = ϕϕϕ(B0, t) is considered within time interval t ∈ [0,T ], T ∈ R+ (see Fig. 1). Therein ϕϕϕ

denotes the bijective mapping of material points XXX of the reference configuration to its current placement

via xxx = ϕϕϕ := ϕϕϕ(XXX , t) (see Fig. 1). The boundary ∂B of the body is subdivided into non overlapping

mechanical Dirichlet and Neumann boundaries ∂ϕϕϕB0, ∂TTT B0, thermal Dirichlet and Neumann boundaries

∂φB0, ∂ωB0 and electrical Dirichlet and Neumann boundaries ∂QB0, ∂θB0, respectively, i.e.

∂ϕϕϕB0 ∪∂TTT B0 = ∂B0 = ∂φB0 ∪∂ωB0 ∂ϕϕϕB0 ∩∂TTT B0 = /0 = ∂φB0 ∩∂ωB0 (1)

= ∂QB0 ∪∂θB0 = ∂QB0 ∩∂θB0 (2)

According to Fig. 1, the following mappings for fibres dxxx ∈ Bt , dXXX ∈ B0, area elements daaa ∈ Bt , dAAA ∈ B0

and volume elements dv ∈ Bt , dV ∈ B0 are introduced as

dxxx = FFF dXXX , daaa = HHH dAAA, dv = J dV (3)

Therein, the deformation gradient FFF , its co-factor HHH and its determinant J are given by

FFF = ∂Xϕϕϕ(XXX , t), HHH = cof(FFF) =
1

2
FFF FFF, J = det(FFF) =

1

6
(FFF FFF) : FFF (4)
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Figure 1: Fibres, area and volume elements for reference and current configuration

For the last two equations, the so-called tensor cross product (for more information it is referred to

[4, 3]) has been used. Assume to have two tensors of second order AAA,BBB ∈R3×3, the tensor cross product

is defined as

(AAA BBB)i j = εiαβ ε jab Aαa Bβb (5)

where εi jk denotes the Levi-Civita symbol and summation convention applies to pairs of repeated indices.

By further introducing the second order tensors CCC,DDD ∈R3×3 the following properties can be applied

AAA BBB = BBB AAA (6)

(AAA BBB)
T
= AAA

T
BBB

T
(7)

(AAA BBB) : CCC = (AAA CCC) : BBB = AAA : (BBB CCC) (8)

(AAA BBB)(CCC DDD) = (AAACCC) (BBBDDD)+ (BBBCCC) (AAADDD) (9)

AAA (BBB+CCC) = AAA BBB+AAA CCC (10)

which are beneficial for further algebra and especially facilitate the design of EM schemes.

3 Initial boundary value problem for nonlinear thermo-electro-mechanics

The initial boundary value problem (IBVP) for the considered nonlinear, thermo-electro-mechanic sys-

tem is comprised of an elastodynamic, an electrostatic and a thermodynamic part. The IBVP for the

elastodynamic part is given by the local balance of linear momentum

ρ0ϕ̈ϕϕ = Div(FFFSSS)+BBB (11)

in B0, where ρ0 denotes the reference mass density, SSS the second PK stress tensor and BBB the volume load.

The corresponding boundary conditions are

(FFFSSS)NNN = T̄TT on ∂TTT B0, ϕϕϕ = ϕ̄ϕϕ on ∂ϕϕϕB0 (12)

where NNN denotes the unit outward normal on ∂TTT B0, T̄TT the prescribed surface stress on the mechanical

Neumann boundary and ϕ̄ϕϕ the prescribed configuration onto the mechanical Dirichlet boundary. Further-

more, the initial conditions

ϕϕϕ(t = 0) = ϕϕϕ0, ϕ̇ϕϕ(t = 0) = vvv0 (13)
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in B0 need to be prescribed with initial values for configuration ϕϕϕ0 and velocity vvv0. Considering Maxwell’s

equations and neglecting both, magnetic and temporal effects, the special case of electrostatics remains.

The boundary value problem of electrostatics is given by Gauß law

DivDDD−ρe
0 = 0 in B0, DDD ·NNN =−ω̄e

0 on ∂ωB0 (14)

where the Lagrangian electrical displacement vector DDD and the electric volume charge density ρe
0 are

introduced. Also, ω̄e
0 is the prescribed electric surface charge per unit of an undeformed area of the

electrical Neumann boundary. Moreover, Faraday’s law is given by

EEE =−∂Xφ in B0, φ = φ̄ on ∂φB0 (15)

where EEE denotes the Lagrangian electrical field and φ the electrical potential. Also, φ̄ is the prescribed

electrical field onto the electrical Dirichlet boundary. Furthermore, the system is supplemented by the

IBVP for thermodynamics given by the local energy balance

θη̇+DivQQQ−R =
d

dt
(θη)− θ̇η+DivQQQ−R = 0 (16)

in B0, where the absolute temperature θ := θ(XXX , t), the entropy density η, the Piola heat flux vector QQQ

and the heat source density R are introduced. Corresponding to the local energy balance, the following

boundary conditions

QQQ ·NNN =−Q̄ on ∂QB0, θ = θ̄ on ∂θB0 (17)

apply, where Q̄ denotes the prescribed heat flux into the system on the thermal Neumann boundary and

θ̄ denotes the prescribed thermal field onto the thermal Dirichlet boundary. Furthermore, with the initial

condition

θ(t = 0) = θ0 (18)

in B0, the initial thermal field θ0 is prescribed.

It is important to remark that the second equation of (16) is the basis for subsequent developments of the

proposed EM consistent time integrator.

4 Constitutive modelling

For the system under consideration, the following Helmholtz free energy is assumed

Ψ = Ψ(FFF ,EEE,θ) (19)

Due to the principle of material frame-indifference, it is possible to state

Ψ(FFF,EEE,θ) = Ψ̃(CCC,EEE,θ) (20)

with the right Cauchy-Green strain tensor CCC = FFF
T

FFF . However, we prefer to work with an alternative

energy functional denoted as W̃ (CCC,DDD,θ) which depends upon the electric displacement field DDD, related

with the previous Helmholtz functional through the following Legendre transformation, i.e.

Ψ̃(CCC,EEE,θ) = W̃ (CCC,DDD,θ)−EEE ·DDD (21)
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For convenience, it is possible to re-write W̃ (CCC,DDD,θ) in terms of an extended set of arguments V =
{CCC,GGG,C} as

W (V ,DDD,θ) = W̃ (CCC,DDD,θ) (22)

where the elements of the extended set are

CCC = FFF
T

FFF, GGG = cof(CCC) =
1

2
CCC CCC, C = det(CCC) =

1

3
GGG : CCC (23)

It is important to remark that W is not convex with respect to all its dependencies but facilitates the

design of an EM scheme. With the tensor product at hand, the time derivative of CCC, its co-factor GGG and

its determinant C are given by

ĊCC =
d

dt
((∂Xϕϕϕ)T ∂Xϕϕϕ) = (∂Xϕ̇ϕϕ)T ∂Xϕϕϕ+(∂X ϕϕϕ)T ∂Xϕ̇ϕϕ (24)

ĠGG =
d

dt

1

2
CCC CCC =CCC ĊCC (25)

Ċ =
d

dt

1

3
GGG : CCC = GGG : ĊCC (26)

Accordingly, the time derivative of the energy functional gives

Ẇ (V ,DDD,θ) = SSS :
1

2
ĊCC+EEE · ḊDD−ηθ̇ (27)

where the 2nd PK stress tensor, the electric field and the entropy density

SSS = 2(∂CCCW +∂GGGW CCC+∂CW GGG), EEE = ∂DDDW, η =−∂θW (28)

are introduced, respectively. The Fourier law relates the heat flux QQQ with the gradient of the thermal field

and can be stated as

QQQ =−KKK∇∇∇θ; (29)

where KKK denotes the thermal conductivity tensor in the reference configuration. The equation above can

be simplified by the assumption of thermally isotropic behavior which yields KKK = k0C−1GGG where k0

denotes the isotropic coefficient of thermal conductivity.

5 Weak form

For the present system, the weak form is given by

Wvvv =
∫

B0

(vvv− ϕ̇ϕϕ) ·ρ0wwwvvv dV = 0 (30)

Wϕϕϕ =
∫

B0

ρ0 v̇vv ·wwwϕϕϕ dV +
∫

B0

SSS :
1

2
DCCC[wwwϕϕϕ]dV −

∫
B0

BBB ·wwwϕϕϕ dV −
∫

∂TTT B0

TTT ·wwwϕϕϕ dA = 0 (31)

Wφ =
∫

B0

DDD ·∇∇∇wφ dV +
∫

B0

ρe
0 wφ dV +

∫
∂ωB0

ωe
0 wφ dA = 0 (32)

WDDD =
∫

Ω0

(EEE +∇∇∇ϕ) ·wwwDDD dV = 0 (33)

Wθ =

∫
B0

(
d

dt
(θη)− θ̇η)wθ dV −

∫
B0

QQQ ·∇∇∇wθ dV −
∫

B0

Rwθ dV −
∫

∂QB0

Qwθ dA = 0 (34)
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where solution {vvv,ϕϕϕ,φ,DDD,θ}∈ {Vϕϕϕ,Vϕϕϕ,Vφ,VDDD,wwwDDD ,Vθ} and test functions {wwwvvv,wwwϕϕϕ,wϕ,wwwDDD,wθ}∈ {Vwwwϕϕϕ ,
V

wwwϕϕϕ ,Vwφ ,VwwwDDD,wwwDDD ,Vwθ} the spaces

V
ϕϕϕ =

{
ϕϕϕ ∈ H1 (B0) | ϕϕϕ = ϕ̄ϕϕ on ∂ϕϕϕB0 and J > 0

}
, V

wwwϕϕϕ =
{

wwwϕϕϕ ∈ H1 (B0) | wwwϕϕϕ = 000 on ∂ϕϕϕB0

}
(35)

V
φ =

{
φ ∈ H1 (B0) | φ = φ̄ on ∂φB0

}
, V

φ =
{

wφ ∈ H1 (B0) | wφ = 0 on ∂φB0

}
(36)

V
θ =

{
θ ∈ H1 (B0) | θ = θ̄ on ∂θB0

}
, V

θ =
{

θ ∈ H1 (B0) | wθ = 0 on ∂θB0

}
(37)

V
DDD,wwwDDD = {DDD,wwwDDD ∈ L2 (B0)} (38)

are introduced. In the following, the conservation laws are shown. By setting wwwϕϕϕ = ξξξ = const. in the

above weak form (31) finally yields the balance of linear momentum

L̇LL−FFFext = 000 (39)

where FFFext denotes the total external force comprised of volume and surface loads. Setting wwwϕϕϕ = ξξξ×ϕϕϕ

with ξξξ = const. in (31) yields the balance of angular momentum

J̇JJ −MMMext = 000 (40)

where MMMext denotes the total external torque comprised of volume and surface torques. Setting wϕ = ξ =
const. in (32) leads to the global form of Gauß law

∫
B0

ρe
0 dV +

∫
∂ωB0

ωe
0 dA = 0 (41)

Considering of time independent forces and electric charges, setting the test functions {wwwvvv,wwwϕϕϕ,wφ,wwwDDD,
wθ}= {v̇vv, ϕ̇ϕϕ, φ̇,ḊDD,1} in (30)-(34) and summing them up yields the balance of energy

K̇ +
∫

B0

d

dt
(W (V ,DDD,θ)+DDD ·∇∇∇φ+θη) dV − Π̇m

ext(ϕϕϕ)− Π̇e
ext(φ)−Qext = 0 (42)

where Πm
ext denotes the external mechanical potential comprised of volume and surface loads, Πe

ext de-

notes the external electrical potential comprised of volume and surface charges and Qext denotes the

thermal power.

6 Energy-momentum scheme

In order to apply structure preserving integration the concept of the discrete gradient in the sense of [9]

is used to carry out the following steps for time discretisation of (30)-(34)

• substitution of time rates (•̇) with
∆(•)
∆t

, where ∆(•) = (•)n+1 − (•)n

• midpoint evaluation of terms, namely (•)
n+

1
2

= 1
2
((•)n+1 +(•)n)

• substitution of the derivatives {∂CCCW,∂GGGW,∂CW,∂DDDW,∂θW} with partitioned discrete gradients

{DCCCW,DGGGW,DCW,DDDDW,DθW}, where the definition of the partioned discrete derivatives are pre-

sented in detail in [8]

• fulfillment of the directionality property

DCCCW : ∆CCC+DDDDW ·∆DDD+DθW∆θ = ∆W (43)
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Applying these steps to the weak form (30)-(34) yields the semi-discrete system

W algo
vvv =

∫
B0

(
vvv

n+
1
2

− ∆φφφ

∆t

)
·ρ0wwwvvv dV (44)

W
algo
ϕϕϕ =

∫
B0

ρ0

∆vvv

∆t
·wwwϕϕϕ dV +

∫
B0

SSSalgo :
1

2
(DCCC[wwwϕϕϕ])algo dV −

∫
B0

BBB
n+

1
2

·wwwϕϕϕ dV −
∫

∂tttB0

TTT
n+

1
2

·wwwϕϕϕ dA

(45)

W
algo
φ =

∫
B0

DDD
n+

1
2

·∇∇∇δφdV +
∫

B0

ρe
0

n+
1
2

δφdV +
∫

∂ωB0

ωe
0

n+
1
2

δφdA (46)

W
algo
DDD =

∫
B0

δDDD ·
(

EEEalgo +∇∇∇ϕ
n+

1
2

)
dV (47)

W
algo
θ =

∫
B0

(∆(θη)
∆t

− ∆θ
∆t

ηalgo)wθ dV −
∫

B0

QQQ
n+

1
2

·∇∇∇wθ dV −
∫

B0

R
n+

1
2

wθ dV −
∫

∂QB0

Q
n+

1
2

wθ dA (48)

where the careful choices

SSSalgo = 2(DCCCW +DGGGW CCCalgo +DCW GGGalgo), EEEalgo = DDDDW, ηalgo =−DθW (49)

CCCalgo =CCC
n+

1
2

, GGGalgo =
1
3
(CCC(ϕϕϕ

n+
1
2

) CCC(ϕϕϕ
n+

1
2

)+GGG(ϕϕϕ
n+

1
2

)) (50)

enable to fulfil the directionality property. To verify the conservation properties, the discrete forms of

the balance laws are considered. Setting wwwϕϕϕ = ξξξ = const. in the above weak form (45) yields the semi-

discrete balance of linear momentum

∆LLL

∆t
−FFFext

n+ 1
2

= 000 (51)

Accordingly, for vanishing external forces FFFext
n+ 1

2

the total linear momentum is conserved. Setting wwwϕϕϕ =

ξξξ×ϕϕϕ
n+

1
2

with ξξξ = const. in (45) yields the balance of angular momentum

∆JJJ

∆t
−MMMext

n+
1
2

= 000 (52)

Hence, for vanishing external torque MMMext

n+
1
2

the total angular momentum is preserved. Setting wϕ = ξ =

const. in (46) leads to the global form of Gauß law

∫
B0

ρe
0n+1/2

dV +

∫
∂ωB0

ωe
0n+1/2

dA = 0 (53)

Considering of time independent forces and electric charges, setting the test functions {wwwvvv,wwwϕϕϕ,wφ,wwwDDD,

wθ} = {∆vvv
∆t
, ∆φφφ

∆t
, ∆ϕ

∆t
, ∆DDD

∆t
,1} in (44)-(48) and summing them up yields, after some algebra, the desired

balance of energy

∆K

∆t
+

∫
B0

∆(W +DDD ·∇∇∇ϕ+θη)

∆t
dV − ∆Πm

ext (ϕϕϕ)

∆t
− ∆Πe

ext (φ)

∆t
−Qext = 0 (54)

Accordingly, the total energy is conserved if the external and thermal power vanishes.
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7 Finite element approximation

The semi-discrete system given in (44)-(48) is discretized in space employing the isoparametric finite

element method. In this connection, the geometry is subdivided into a finite number of elements nel, such

that B0 ≈ Bh
0 = ∪nel

e Bh
0e

. The unknown fields in the semi-discrete weak forms in (44)-(48) are discretized

employing appropriate functional spaces such that (•)h ∈V
(•)h ⊂V

(•) where (•) represents the unknowns

{vvv,ϕϕϕ,φ,DDD,θ}, respectively. In particular, solution and test functions are discretized following a Bubnov-

Galerkin approach, i.e.

(•)h(XXX) = ∑
n(•)
a=1

N
(•)
a (XXX)(•)a(t), wh

(•)(XXX) =∑
n(•)
a=1

N
(•)
a (XXX)w(•)a

(t) (55)

where the a-th shape function Na(XXX) are associated with the nodal quantities (•)a(t) with a= 1,2, ...,n(•)
for the approximation of the respective field (•). Furthermore, n(•) denotes the number of nodes per

element of the discretisation associated with the field (•). Different interpolation orders can be applied,

which should be in accordance with the stability (inf-sup) condition (cf. [15]). Using discontinuous shape

functions for the solution and test spaces of DDD, a static condensation reduces the size of the equation

system, which yields computational costs comparable to a minimal four field approach {vvv,ϕϕϕ,φ,θ}. It

can be shown that the applied spatial discretization does not affect the balance laws given in Sect. 5.

Accordingly, the proposed EM scheme inherits the balance laws for the full discrete system.

8 Computational examples

For the computational examples, the following thermally-coupled ideal dielectric Mooney-Rivlin type

material model is taken into account

W =a(trCCC−ndim)+b(trGGG−ndim)+
c
2
(
√

C−1)2 −d ln(
√

C)

+κ(θ−θ0 −θ ln( θ
θ0
))−ndim βe(θ−θ0)(C−1)+ 1

2er e0

√
C

DDD ·CCC DDD (56)

where the material parameters are introduced in Tab. 1. Spatial discretisation is employed with H2cH1d-

elements by using continuous triquadratic serendipity hexahedron elements for {ϕϕϕ,φ,θ} and discontinu-

ous trilinear hexahedron elements for {DDD}.

mechanical parameters a,b,c,e
coupling coefficient β 2.233 ·10−4 K−1

reference temperature θ0 293.15 K

electrical parameters ε0 8.854×10−12 A2 s4 kg−1 m−3

εr 4 −
reference potential ϕ0 0 V

Table 1: Material parameters.

8.1 Static example

The convergence analysis of an ad hoc manufactured problem is carried out next (cf. [7, 14]) by neglect-

ing time effects.
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mechanical parameters a,b,c, e 1 Pa

specific heat capacity κ 1 JK−1m−3

thermal conductivity k0 0.1 WK−1m−1

reference Temperature θ0 293.15 K

Mass density ρ0 0 kgm−3

Newton tolerance ε 1 ·10−6 -

simulation duration T 1 s

increment size ∆t 0.05 s

Table 2: Material and simulation parameters (note that d = 2(a+2b)) for the static example.

A body B0 (0,1)[m]× (0,1)[m]× (0,1)[m] is considered, where material and simulation parameters are

provided in Tab. 2. Furthermore, the exact fields

ϕϕϕexact = XXX + γ1 sin(X)eee1 + γ2 cos(Y )eee2 + γ3 (sin(Z)+ cos(Z))eee3, φexact = ϕ̃0 X , θexact = θ̃0Y (57)

are assumed, where γi =
i
2

e-1, i = 1,2,3, ϕ̃0 = 1e2 and θ̃0 = 1e1 (cf. [7]). With the above, exact values

for FFF , CCC, GGG, C, EEE , DDD, QQQ and SSS are computed. Moreover, with the balance equations exact values for BBB,

ρ0 and R are computed and imposed within the inner body for a numerical study. The exact solutions

(57) are imposed as a Dirichlet boundary at the surfaces of the body. Eventually, exact solutions (57)

are compared against the numerical solutions. In particular, the h-convergence rate for the unknowns

is computed by employing the L2-norm of the error (for a more detailed survey see [8]). Numerical

solutions and the convergence results for all unknowns are shown in Fig. 2.

(a) (b) (c)

0 0.5 1 1.5 0 20 40 60 80 100 295 300 −0.8 −0.6 −0.4

−8

−6

−4
2

3

Log10(h)

ϕϕϕ
φ
θ
DDD

Figure 2: Von Mises stress (a), electrical potential (b) and thermal field (c). Convergence analysis (right).

Obviously, a p+1 convergence in all variables for the H2cH1d element (see Fig. 2) can be observed.

8.2 Transient example

An L-shaped body, depicted in Fig. 3 is considered (cf. [6]) to be free in space. Material and simulation

parameters as well as the geometry of the body are presented in Tab. 3. As indicated in Fig. 3 (right), two

faces of the block are subjected to initial temperature conditions. Time-dependent electrical Dirichlet

boundaries and pressure loads are applied as follows (see Fig. 3, left) For the applied H2cH1d elements,
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a linear temperature distribution is assumed within the first face elements in direction of the bulk, as can

be observed for the first snapshot in Fig. 3.

ϕ1(X ,Y =−1.5,Z) = 0, ϕ2(X ,Y = 0,Z) =

{
6e6 sin(π

2
t
5
) for t ≤ 5s

6e6 for t > 5s
(58)

PPP1(t) =−PPP2(t) = f (t)




256/9

512/9

768/9


 N

m2
, with f (t) =





t for t ≤ 2.5s

5− t for 2.5 ≤ t ≤ 5s

0 for t > 5s

(59)

Exemplary, snapshots of the motion with corresponding thermal field are depicted in Fig. 3. After the

loading phase, only a constant electrical potential field is applied such that for this isolated system with

t > 5s the total linear momentum, angular momentum and energy are conserving quantities, respectively.

In Figs. 4 and 5 the total angular momentum and energy evolution of both, the EM consistent and a

midpoint (MP) integrator are shown (for a more detailed survey see [8]).

eeei

PPP1

PPP2

θ1

θ2

ϕ1 ϕ2

260

280

300

Figure 3: Boundary conditions (left) and snapshots of temperature at t = {0,3.2,6.4,9.6,12.8,15}s.

The EM scheme correctly reproduces both the total angular momentum and the energy, whereas the MP

integrator becomes unstable accompanied by an energy blow-up. Furthermore, the order of accuracy of

the EM integration scheme is elaborated via the L2-norm of the error computed for the time interval after

the loading phase, i.e. 5 ≤ t ≤ 5.1. Fig. 6 shows second order accuracy in time of the EM integration

scheme. Accordingly, the conserving properties, the second order accuracy and the superior robustness

properties are shown when compared to a standard integration scheme.

9 CONCLUSIONS

A new one-step implicit and consistent EM integration scheme has been proposed for the simulation of

thermo-electro-elastodynamics employing finite deformations, thermal and electrical fields. The design

of the EM scheme is facilitated by both the tensor cross product and polyconvexity inspired constitutive

models. The introduced examples show second order accuracy in time and structure preserving, i.e.

energy and momentum consistent, behavior. Eventually, the superior numerical robustness and stability

properties of the EM scheme have been demonstrated when compared to a standard midpoint rule (for a

more detailed overview it is referred to [8]).

10
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Table 3: Material and simulation parameters and geometry.

mechanical parameters a 831.2500 Pa

3

3
7

6

t = 3

[m]

b 166.2500 Pa

c 0 Pa

e 1000 Pa

specific heat capacity κ 100 JK−1m−3

thermal conductivity k0 10 WK−1m−1

density ρ0 100 kgm−3

initial temperatures θ1, θ2 300, 250 K

Newton tolerance ε 10−6 -

simulation duration T 100 s

time step size ∆t 0.8 s

0 20 40 60 80 100
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4

·104

t [s]

||J
n
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Figure 4: Angular momentum.
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Figure 5: Energy.
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Figure 6: Study of error.
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